Abstract, A term rewriting system is called complete if it is confluent and terminating.
Introduction
An important concern in building algebraic specifications is their hierarchical or modular structure. The same holds for term rewriting systems (see Huet & Oppen [1980] , IClop [1992] , or Dershowitz and Jouannaud [1990] As to the modular structure of TRSS, it is again natural to consider as a start the most simple way that TRSS can be combined to form a larger TRS: namely, as a disjoint sum. This means that the alphabets of the TRSS to be combined are disjoint, and that the rewrite rules of the sum TRS are the rules of the summand TRSS together.
(Without the disjointness requirement, the situation is even more complicated-for some results in this direction, see Dershowitz [1981] , Toyama [1988] , and Middeldorp and Toyama [1991 ] .) A disjoint union of two TRSS RO, RI is called in our paper, a direct sum, notation RO @ R1. Another simplifying assumption that we will make is that RO, RI are homogeneous TRSS, that is, their signature is one-sorted (as opposed to the many-sorted or heterogeneous case; for results about direct sums of heterogeneous TRSS, see Ganzinger and Giegerich [1987] ).
The first result in this setting is due to Toyama [1987a] , where it is proved that confluence is a modular property.
That is, RO @ RI is confluent * R. and R, are confluent.
Here " -" is trivial; " = " is what we are interested in. (For  a simplified proof, see Klop et al. [1994 ] .) To appreciate the nontriviality of this fact, it may be contrasted with the fact that another fundamental property, termination, is not modular, as the following simple counterexample in Toyama [1987b] However, this counterexample uses a non-confluent TRS RI. A more complicated counterexample to the modularity of "termination," involving only confluent TRSS, was given by J. W. Klop Middeldorp [1989b] , where it is proved that the "unique normal form property" is a modular property.
A survey of modularity results is in Middeldorp [1990] , For more modularity results, also pertaining to a special form of termination called simple termination, we refer to Kaji [1988/1990] and Ohuchi [1989/1990] .
From now on we assume that the two TRSS RO and RI are terminating. This is a special case of Middeldorp's [1989a] theorem: If RI is noncollapsing and nonduplicating, then the direct sum RO @ RI is terminating, Here, the properties "noncollapsing" and "nonduplicating" (with right-linearity as a special case) of TRSS are seen to be basic criteria for termination. The point of our result is that it shows that "left-linearity and confluence" is also a basic criterion for termination of the direct sum RO @ RI. Indeed, in the present paper, we prove that, if RO and RI are left-linear and confluent, then the direct sum RO @ RI is terminating. Rusinowitch [1987] (
Although both reductions end in C, the two C's are different with respect to their occurrence in M. This is graphically expressed in Figure l (b) where the arrows indicate to which occurrence of C the term M is "collapsed."
In the sequel, we will need to be precise about such reductions to occurrences of subterms, rather than mere subterms.
Therefore, we introduce the concepts of "underlined" reductions and "frozen" subterms, as follows: 
F(e(H(C)), G(e(C))) has the reduction:
(ii) Note that the terms F(H(C), G(C)) and F(H(C), G(C)) are normal forms with respect to 4~(f-normal forms). ':[---: 
In the situation of Figure  3 , we will sometimes say that (the displayed occurrence of) P can be "pulled up from M." We will also say that M "collapses to (the displayed occurrence of) P". 
Then F(H(C))~H(C) in view of the reduction sequence
However, F(z)~z does not hold. The explanation is that in a reduction
a~not all descendants of the initial~need to remain frozen; only the P on the "main line" of descendants leading to the ultimate~in the -. Let R be a confluent and left-linear TRS. Then: The following fact (where 4 is reduction in R~@ RW) has a routine proof that is omitted. subterm with white root (see Figure 7 As the last lemma (3.6) states, if M has a black root all reductions of M to a term with white root can be "factored through" reductions of M to its special subterms with white root. Of these special subterms with white root, some are even more special: the essential subterms of M. As we will see, every collapse reduction of M to a special subterm Q with white root can be factored as a collapse of M to an essential subterm P followed by a collapse of P to Q. (See Figure 9 .) Definition 3.7.1. Let M have a black root. Let P be a special subterm of M with white root such that M collapses to P. Then P is an essential subterm (occurrence) of M if there is no special subterm P' with white root such that P $ P', M collapses to P', and P' collapses to P. The set of essential subterms of M is E(M).
( 3.8. DETERMINISTIC TERMS.
In the preceding subsection, we have already set up some notions to discuss the "collapsing behavior" of mixed terms. We will now introduce an important property of this collapsing behavior-first for the case of a single TRS. While the definition and properties of the white projection A4w (the black projection Mb) of M will be given and proved in Section 5, it is sufficient for the rest of this section to assume the properties as stated in the following proposition. Now we will prove the full proposition (without the additional assumption M ai N as in the Claim) for rank(M) = k. We distinguish two cases. Figure 16 .
An example of a nondeterministic term was given in the introduction of Section 2, for nondeterminism of type (i). As an example of nondeterminism of type (ii) consider R = {F(x) -+ G(x, x), G(D, .x) + .x, G(H(y), D) + y, H(D) -+ D, C -+ D}. This TRS is left-linear and complete. Now take M~F(H(C)); then F'(H(C))~H(C), F(H(@)~~
Here subdiagrams a are justified by the Claim, subdiagrams~by Proposition 4.7 and subdiagrams y follow by transitivity of ai .
Case 2. The root of M is black. Figure  17 , where the triangular subdiagram is obtained by the induction hypothesis applied on Q. u
We are now able to state and prove the main result of our paper: 5. Projection of mixed ten-m
In this section, we will prove Proposition 4.2 for the direct sum Rb @RW c~f left-linear and complete R~, RW, that is, the existence of the white (black) projection,
To this end, we first define the white (black) projection and next prove that the defined projection satisfies the properties
The definition of the projections is rather subtle and rests heavily upon the Main Lemma 3.8.5. We will prepare the way by an example. Suppose M is structured as in Figure 19 (a); a concrete example is: M -F'(g(C), h(C)) as in Figure  19 (b) where Rb = {F(x, C) +X, F(C, X) +X} and RW = {g(x) -x , h(x)~x}. So PI = g(C), Pz = h(C) are the essential subterms of M. Now suppose we wish to determine the white projection M'. As M can collapse to PI as well as to Pz, the projection ikfw should convey the information in both PI, Pz. The problem is that these subterms are disjoint (in this case). Yet, there is a way to combine them into one term: namely by piling them with result as in Figure 19 (c), respectively 19(d). Throughout this section, the variable x will play a special role.
Of course, we were lucky in this example, since the white top triangles of f'l, Pz which we wanted to pile, were indeed "pileable."
In the situation of Figure  20 , where PI is supposed to be again nondeterministic, the piling would not have succeeded, because triangles 1, 2 can be taken such that they ci~rmot be piled. However, our Main Lemma 3.8.5 says that such a situation does not exist and, therefore, piling succeeds as will be proved in more detail below. confluence. In the sequel, we will use pile for terms of l?~@ RW, where R~, RW are complete and left-linear. Indeed, the direct sum is then confluent (and, trivially, left-linear) , as guaranteed by the theorem in Toyama [1987] stating that the direct sum of confluent TRSS is again confluent. Thus, the operation pile is well defined. pile(N) = N e pile(iV) is defined = N~x.) Finally, note that in (3.2), (3.3) we have rank(P) < rank(itl) and ran!c(Pi) < rank(M), respectively. 
Example 5.6. The black projection of the following term (in Figure 23 ) is undefined;
however, by the Main Lemma (3.8.5) such terms cannot exist (when Rb, RW are left-linear and complete and every maximal special subterm with white root of M is terminating).
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-- In many cases, the result of projecting M to Mb or &fw will be a term collapsing to the special variable x (i.e. Mb~x; respective, Mw~x.) See for example, Example 5.6. We will now prove simultaneously this fact and the well-definedness of M" (Mb) when every maximal special subterm with black (white) root of M is terminating. PROOF.
We will prove a slightly stronger statement, namely (i) and ( every Miw is well-defined, Miw + x (1 < i < p), and writing Mj J =c; [Nj,l,. ...~j,njn Let M have a black root and let M be terminating. Suppose P is an essential subterm of M. Then M"~P". 
